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Figure 1 DIN rail with three isolators, domestic consumer
unit.

Figure 2 Brassed DIN rail with 2 relays plus power
supply module
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The DIN Rail

Anyone who has been involved in electrical switchgear, or in instrumentation or control
engineering, or in the electronics industry supporting either of these will already know all
about DIN rails. For others, here is a quick primer . . .

    Long before the European Standards agency, the CEN, or the International Electrotechnical
Commision, the IEC, each country had, and still has, it’s own national standards agency. In the
UK this is BSI, the British Standards Institute, who are responsible for ‘kite marking’
products. In Germany the national standards institute is the Deutsches Institut für Normung
e.V. or DIN.  An interesting thing happens when national standards are adopted worldwide, in
that the name of the standard-organisation is oft times adopted as the name of the standard.
There are half a dozen computer and networking standards called IEEExxxx because they
came from the IEEE in the USA. In the same way all the little round audio connectors with 3,
5 or 7 poles on the back of amps, radios and tape recorders are called DIN plugs.
     Another DIN standard was for simple but flexible metal rails of a standard shape to mount
circuit breakers, relays, fuse carriers etc on. This was first published in 1928! Almost a
hundred years ago, and whilst there are three different designs of rail, the top hat section rail,
or Ù section rail is by far the most popular. If you dismantle a UK consumer unit, you will find
that all the MCBs, RCBs, fuseholders and switches are all mounted on a DIN rail.

   

 

   Among the many advantages of DIN rail mounting are flexibility, stability and ease of
exchange. Items snap on to the rail, and standard clips allow items to be removed by a simple
press of a fine screwdriver. Like all good ideas DIN rails are regularly used for purposes
beyond the designers intention . . .
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Figure 3 Din Rail Tool Rack Figure 4 Din Rail Cable Rack

Figure 5 8 way arduino relay module on Din Rail
 

Figure 6 Din Rail c/w 2 Arduinos + 4 Rpi + harddisk!

Short pieces of DIN rail can readily be 3D printed, and there are dozens of designs for clips,
boxes, enclosures and cases. I have recently completed a Pocket Money Project clip, to allow
PMPs to be clipped on to a DIN rail.
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‘Raw’ rail is relatively cheap. A 1metre length of steel or aluminium rail currently costs £2.20
including VAT, from Screwfix, slightly less from Toolstation, although there is no availability
at the latter at the time of writing because of coronavirus. 

 
  If I were currently setting up a layout from scratch, I would almost certainly install a 1m DIN
rail underneath down the centre,or maybe behind the control panel, screwed either direct to
the underside of the baseboard, or to a daughterboard dropping down from the baseboard.  All
power, control, switching and electrical fabric could then be centralised on this bar and a
length of cheap ‘comb’ trunking could be used in parallel to tidy up all the wiring. This would
make a really neat, professional job that would be easy to modify, improve, and troubleshoot. 
Just a thought.

 As usual, if you have any thoughts or ideas around 3D printing let me know, directly, through
Davy, or nowadays through the WoSAG forum, or any other way you see fit.

One last point. As you see this we are still in ‘lockdown’ over the Cronavirus/Covid pandemic.
Just a wee reminder that the December 2018 3DPOTM is still available on the archive page of
this website. This was a list of sites to browse for 3D prints and modelling ideas. If you have
some slack time during the lockdown that might be worth a wee half hour of your time.

Stay safe and well
  

Chic 
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